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READEX SURVEY RESULTS

Average 
number of 
days our 
members 
hunt each 

year

44.5
Number of 
dogs Delta 

members own

71,500
Boxes of 

shotshells 
the average 

member 
shoots each 

year

18

Median annual 
household income

$130,325

Number of 
members who 
travel out of 
state to hunt

Delta Waterfowl 
members who plan 
to own duck and 
fishing boats

29,700
of Delta members plan to buy decoys, 
calls, blinds and camo this year74%

are 
Labs71%

THE FACTS ARE IN!
Delta Waterfowl magazine is, by 
far, the largest magazine dedicated 
to the duck hunter.

23,650

#1 Publication  
Dedicated To  
Duck Hunters

DELTA WATERFOWL MAGAZINE

PUBLICATION CIRCULATION
DELTA WATERFOWL 59,500
Wildfowl 41,986
American Waterfowler 23,862

More ducks over your customers’ decoys!
The results are in: No other magazine dedicated to the duck hunter also 
continues to put more ducks over your customers’ decoys year after year.

The advertising dollars you spend with Delta Waterfowl not only put 
your products in front of the most hardcore waterfowlers but also ensure 
that your customers will have ducks to hunt and places to hunt for years to 
come. That, in turn, helps ensure the future of your business.



2024  
SCHEDULE 

Delta Waterfowl magazine reaches 
more than 83,000 dedicated duck 
and goose hunters — the core of your 
market — with five big issues each year.

Each exciting edition is packed with 
practical information and top advice 
such as how to shoot, decoy strate-
gies, calling tips, retriever training, 
the best gear and hot destinations, 
all designed to celebrate the storied 
traditions of waterfowl hunting across 
North America. If it’s about duck and 
goose hunting, we cover it!

Delta is been a leading conservation 
organization dedicated to ducks and 
duck hunters since 1911. We work 
to produce ducks, conserve habitat, 
increase hunting opportunities and 
recruit the next generation of hunters.

Advertising in Delta Waterfowl mag-
azine aligns your brand with a fiercely 
loyal membership of the most active 
duck and goose hunters — influencers 
who buy shotguns, jackets, decoys, shells, 
calls, blinds, boats and all manner of 
gear to pursue ducks and geese.

LET US HELP YOU MARKET YOUR PRODUCTS!

Inside Delta  
Waterfowl Magazine

REACH YOUR CUSTOMERS

COLUMNS IN EVERY ISSUE

of the next blind down the lake, or not at all.

More and more, as my own eyes have a 

harder time with gray light before sunrise 

and my ears suffer from too many rounds 

of clays, I find I do far better keeping an 

eye on a veteran dog than I do trying to 

spot distant ducks myself. It’s a lesson I 

would have probably done well to learn 

long ago.
How do they do it?

On every retrieve, too, the wise hunter’s 

mantra should be, “Trust the dog, trust 

the dog … .”

While my Lab, Sadie, and I were 

hunting divers on a lake in western 

Minnesota (not far from the famed 

Lake Christina), a mallard made a run 

at the decoys. The duck used the stout 

wind at its tail, ripping past right to 

left. It was close enough I didn’t have to 

wait for it to spin for a landing and, for 

once, I pulled far enough out in front. 

The duck cartwheeled curl feathers over 

golden bill into the cattails just around 

the bend on the opposite shore of the 

narrow channel inlet. 

If you’ve shared your blind, and your life, 

with even a single dog bred to bring fowl 

to hand, the thought, “How did he/she 

do that?” has undoubtedly crossed your 

mind—likely 10,000 times.

While I hold in highest regard retrievers 

so well trained and mannered that you 

never notice they are with you until they 

are called upon to perform their priceless 

duties, I still spend a ton of time watching 

the dogs with which I’m hunting. Whether 

my own, my hunting partners’, or my 

guides’, duck dogs endlessly fascinate me.

How do they do what they do?

Volumes exist on the inconceivability of 

the canine’s scenting abilities to us feeble-

nosed humans. Heck, I’ve contributed to 

those tomes. But I’m talking about capa-

bilities that cannot be attributed even to 

that unfathomable sense of smell. There’s 

something … more.

Let’s start in the field.

If you’ve hunted in the company of 

a good dog, especially one gaining in 

age, you’ve likely seen it. It’s been a slow 

morning. So slow the dog is curled up in 

the dog box, in the corner of the blind, or 

across the toes of its master’s waders. The 

snoring is intense.
Suddenly, the dog lifts its head; totally 

awake. Ears go forward. Then it sits up 

and its eyes focus on the skyline. Five 

seconds go by. Then 10. Then as you try 

to follow the dog’s line of sight for the third 

or fourth time, there they are: a flock of 

ducks over the distant tree line.

Those ducks could easily have been a 

mile away when the dog awoke from the 

canine equivalent of deep REM sleep. 

It didn’t smell them, and it doesn’t seem 

possible it could have heard them. 

I’ve even seen dogs that seemed able to 

tell if the distant flocks to which they were 

alerted were going to work our decoys, those 

PRESENTED BY

‘How Do They Do It?’
Duck dogs have seemingly supernatural abilities

BY BILL MILLER
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“I don’t believe this,” my hunting partner 

said as a trio of ducks appeared on the far 

horizon. “They’re really going to shoot again.”

The birds crossed over a distant duck 

blind at a height that seemed close to the 

cruising altitude of an Airbus when, as 

predicated, a volley of shotgun fire filled 

the sky and the ducks veered away. Not 

surprisingly, none of the birds fell from the 

sky, but they weren’t interested in decoys 

after that and disappeared over a distant 

line of trees that separated our hunting 

area from a refuge. 

If you’ve duck or goose hunted near 

other hunters, you’ve seen the same type 

of frustrating behavior. I toggle back and 

forth when it comes to these “sky busters,” 

sometimes angrily suspecting that they’re 

intentionally turning birds away from other 

hunters, and other times feeling sorry for 

them given their clear level of ignorance. 

Can they truly think those shots are po-

tentially effective? Or ethical?

It’s also true that I have seen waterfowl-

ers pull up and take shots that I thought 

were irresponsible, only to watch them 

tumble birds from the sky. The truth about 

“maximum effective range” for any shotgun 

is that there are two separate and distinct 

components that determine your MEF: 

your shotgun/choke/load combination and 

your level of marksmanship skill. 

MEF varies from one hunter to the 

next, and our maximum range changes 

as our shooting skills and load selections 

improve. Let’s break MEF into its two 

primary components and discuss how 

we can improve your effectiveness with a 

shotgun at any reasonable distance. 

Build Your Skills

I’m intentionally discussing methods to 

improve your shooting before discussing 

equipment selection, because I don’t want 

hunters to feel that they can simply buy 

their way to better performance. Can better 

loads and chokes improve your shooting? 

Yes, but only if you have the skill to put 

those pellets where they need to be. 

I’ve watched some competitive shooters 

make very long shots. Part of the reason 

they can accomplish this is that they prac-

tice—you guessed it—very long shots. If 

you shoot skeet and break targets from the 

How to Go Long
Chart your shotgun’s max effective range to make longer 

shots and avoid “sky busting”

BY BRAD FITZPATRICK
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Rumors about the death of “freelance” duck 

hunting have been greatly exaggerated. Sure, 

going without a guide might be tougher 

nowadays than it was 25 years ago, but many 

parts of the country still offer tremendous 

opportunities for do-it-yourself camps. 

And if you, like many duck hunters, relish 

the idea of forging your own adventure, 

these tips might help.

Get Prepped
The first step in plotting a freelance trip 

doesn’t differ much from planning a hunt at 

your local lake or wildlife area. Identify the 

type of hunt you’d like to experience, and then 

investigate the best times and places to make 

it a reality. For example, freelance pothole 

hunters can still find great opportunity in 

the Dakotas and other prairie states. Diver 

geeks can follow the migration on large 

waters throughout all flyways. And dry-field 

hunters should look to big agricultural areas 

near major waterfowl refuges. 

PRESENTED BY

After you’ve found likely spots, start 

troubleshooting. First, make sure your gear 

is up to the task. You don’t want to tow a 

duck boat 500 miles only to find there are 

few places to launch one. Conversely, you 

probably won’t find success at a 200-acre 

prairie pea field using 15 keeled decoys and 

a spinner. Ask folks who have hunted similar 

areas what they recommend for equipment. 

Also, make sure you’re not following a 

crowd. If you’ve identified a seemingly ideal 

freelancing spot, it’s a safe bet that other hunt-

ers have, too. Question locals or experienced 

traveling hunters about over-pressured areas to 

avoid. If possible, steer clear of opening days, 

weekends, and holidays. And if you travel 

to an area only to find lots of competition, 

be prepared to relocate.

Savvy Scouting

Years ago, friends and I drove all night, 

got to camp by late morning, hastily set up 

shop, and then rushed out to shoot ducks 

that afternoon. But we’ve learned that 

you’re much better off scheduling extra 

time after your arrival to assess the local 

duck situation and scout as much as possible 

before hunting. This longer-term approach 

will boost your odds of consistent success.

It’s usually best to break into teams 

or to scout separately to maximize your 

efforts. Try to scope out as many likely 

spots as possible and, if necessary, gain 

permission to hunt them. For the prairies, 

ag country, and big water, that means lots 

of driving and glassing. Thankfully, online 

mapping apps have made this much easier 

nowadays. In areas with thicker cover—

flooded timber or north-country lakes, 

for example—you’ll usually have to hoof 

in to assess duck numbers. After hours, 

compare notes, decide which spots offer 

the best prospects for your initial hunts, 

and determine how to approach them.

But it shouldn’t end there. The scouting 

process should continue throughout the 

Successful ‘Freelancing’

A successful self-guided hunting trip requires these basic considerations

BY BRIAN LOVETT
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Banded’s Redzone Hybrid Neo-Rubber 

Boot features an anatomically molded de-

sign to match your foot movement, and a 

deep-fluted, “RZ-Traction” pattern for grip 

and stability. A flexible 7mm of insulat-

ing neoprene and a smooth comfort liner 

to wick moisture keep feet warm and dry. 

The boot also features a PrimaLoft Aero 

Gel insert for extra comfort and a kick-off 

heel plate. banded.com 

Stoeger’s M3500 inertia-driven, semi-auto 12-gauge is chambered for 3½-inch 

magnums, but also reliably cycles 2¾- and 3-inch shells without adjustment. This 

versatility suits it for in-your-face creek hunts and decoy-shy birds on big water. The 

improved design features a thinner grip; a lower profile view from the receiver to the 

rib; an oversized bolt handle and beveled loading port for easier loading; and a new, 

more effective recoil pad. stoegerindustries.com

Rig’Em Right’s CampHunter brings comfort 

to any outdoor pursuit. The heavy-duty chair 

has a powder-coated steel frame, bolted 

connections, durable 900 denier camo fabric, 

metal buckles, and wide foot pads to prevent 

sinking into the ground. The chair also fea-

tures breathable mesh, shoulder straps, and 

a carry bag. Available in a variety of Optifade 

and other camos. rigemright.com

Excel’s F4 Pro Hull is the lightest 

and quickest duck boat in the 

F4 lineup. An open floor plan 

provides ample room for guns, 

decoys, and passengers. The 

hull is constructed of an ex-

tremely tough, .125-gauge, 5086 

aluminum alloy. Additional fea-

tures include a step deck, grab 

bar, bilge pump, interior courtesy 

light panel, and driver’s seat box. 

The Pro Hull is available in a low 

or high front deck model with 

multiple customizable options 

and exclusive Optifade camo. 

excelboats.com

The Lucky Duck XHDi provides an ultra-realistic paint pattern and “White Down Tech-

nology” with flocked, black wings. While running, it provides a realistic, attention-grab-

bing, flashing contrast. When turned off, the white sides of the wings automatically 

point down to avoid flaring birds. The fully waterproof spinner with EVA body includes 

an HD remote kit and a weather-safe, 7.4-volt lithium-ion battery that runs for 16 to 

20 hours . The XHDi utilizes the same magnetic wing connection as other Lucky Duck 

decoys to mix and match wings across collections. luckyduck.com 

Banded’s Redzone Hybrid Neo-Rubber 
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Crispy Ginger 
Waterfowl 
This sweet, savory treat is sure to impress

BY BRAD FENSON

Brad Fenson of Ardrossan, 

Alberta, thinks Canada geese 

are underrated tablefare

The sauce for this dish highlights the 

f lavor of waterfowl and sandhill cranes 

through its sweet, savory taste and pleas-

ing notes of ginger and garlic. As the 

meat is fried until crispy, it soaks up 

some of the sauce to further elevate its 

f lavors. Whether you have goose, duck, 

Crispy Ginger Waterfowl

INGREDIENTS

4 breasts sandhill crane, large duck, 

or small goose, thinly sliced (¼ inch 

wide by 2-3 inches long)

¾ cup cornstarch

Peanut or canola oil for frying

SAUCE
2 tablespoons olive oil

1 large carrot, julienned or  

coarsely grated

1 large yellow onion, thinly sliced

1 green pepper, cut into long, thin strips

¼ cup minced fresh ginger root

4 garlic cloves, minced

1 cup brown sugar

½ cup rice vinegar

½ cup low sodium soy sauce

1 teaspoon sesame oil

1 teaspoon red pepper flakes  

(optional for heat)

2 green onions, chopped (optional)

1 teaspoon sesame seeds (optional)

DIRECTIONS

1. Place cornstarch in a large sealable 

bag or bowl. Add meat strips and toss 

until entirely coated. Set aside.

2. Pour frying oil into a wok or cast-iron 

frying pan until it is 1 inch deep. Heat 

the oil to medium-high and slowly add 

meat without crowding the pan. Use 

tongs to separate the strips so they do 

not stick together. Turn once after one 

minute. When meat strips are crisp and 

golden brown, remove them from the 

pan to drain on a paper towel. Repeat the 

procedure until all the meat is cooked.

3. Add olive oil to a medium saucepan 

and stir-fry the carrot, onion, peppers, 

ginger, and garlic over medium-high 

heat until lightly browned but still crisp.

4. Mix sugar, rice vinegar, soy sauce, 

sesame oil, and red pepper flakes in a 

small bowl; pour over the vegetables. 

Bring the sauce to a rolling simmer for 

five minutes to thicken. 

5. Add crispy meat strips to the sauce 

and heat for 30 seconds. Garnish with 

green onion and sesame seeds, and serve 

immediately over or with rice.

or crane meat, this recipe—a favorite of 

my family—is a great option. 
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I spotted him from a hundred yards away 

during my hike back to the truck. A lone 

figure. White-haired. Stooped. Shotgun 

in one hand and … was that a staff in the 

other? Sure looked like it, at this distance. 

Gandalf of the Gadwalls, I thought without 

mirth. Great. Just great.

I didn’t want to talk to this guy. I didn’t 

want to talk to anyone. I’d shot a couple 

birds that morning, but the take fell far 

short of the mallard bonanza the clear, cold 

weather led me to expect. I was tired. I was 

thirsty. My feet were wet. I didn’t want to 

dig out extra socks or find a water bottle 

or, worst of all, chew the fat with some 

old guy. Clouds had settled over my soul.

“Mornin’,” he hailed at my approach. It 

wasn’t a staff, as it turns out, but an extendable 

decoy-retrieval pole. Interesting. Maybe he 

was going to hunt the creek? That section 

of the WMU had always intrigued me.

“Morning,” I replied. I nodded toward 

his Labrador, tail thumping the dirt road 

beside him. “You two heading to the creek?”

“Wouldn’t you like to know?” his eyes 

sparkled. “Joseph Reed.”

I found myself chuckling and met his 

extended, gloved hand with my own. 

“Nate. Good to meet you.”

He was very old. Weathered. Clad in 

canvas from the Carter Administration. 

Plus a frame pack from the Civil War. 

“Long hike from the lot,” I observed. 

“You hunt here often?”

Mr. Reed shrugged. 

“Four or five times a season.”

“If you don’t mind, how old are you?”

“85.”
I nodded, perplexed. We were a solid two 

miles from the truck, over uneven ground 

that would challenge even the fittest hunter. 

For an octogenarian to haul his own gear 

this far back … should I congratulate him? 

Make nothing of it? Check whether the state 

police were searching for a missing senior?

He resumed the conversation, “Started 

hunting here in the 90s. Haven’t missed a 

season. In fact, about 15 years ago, when 

they put in that big canal … .” 

Mr. Reed launched into a series of stories 

that by turns amused, bewildered, and 

charmed. He recalled, in sepia tones, clouds 

of waterfowl riding the wet south winds 

of a distant January in a reverse migration; 

long-buried dogs surgically retrieving wigeon 

from impenetrable thickets; buddies, old 

and new, shooting triples or whiffing on 

gimmes or doing a little of each. At one 

point Mr. Reed stopped to pull out some 

hand-carved decoys that he brings on every 

hunt: a mallard, gadwall, wigeon, green-

wing, shoveler, and (whimsically) a hooded 

merganser. They were masterpieces, and 

wrapped with care but built for hunting.

I finally asked the question that had 

been lingering in my mind: “So you still 

get some ducks, now and then?”

“Two greenheads yesterday,” he replied. 

“Beautiful birds. Half-inch of fat. Plucked 

and in the cooler.”
A dozen mallards skittered overhead, 

and that ended the conversation. Mr. 

Reed was anxious to get wherever he was 

going. Still four hours of shooting light 

left. Plenty of time to bag another pair of 

mallards enticed by that exquisite hoody.

As I watched him recede into the distance, 

I wondered what Mr. Reed would say if he 

had shared the blind with me that morning. 

Would he describe, with glowing eyes, the 

sight of the teal skidding to a splash on the 

edge of the spread at first light? The red-

winged blackbirds flitting and perching on 

the brush of the blind? The outline of the 

moon, faded and full against the pale horizon, 

slowly sinking into the orchard on the hill? 

I considered the decoys in my pack—each a 

hand-carved gift from the skill of a careful 

artist. Each a masterpiece to be received with 

humility and wonder and worship.

I turned and resumed the hike. The 

thirst was still there. My feet were still 

wet. But over my heart, the clouds had 

parted. Gratitude, as it turns out, is pow-

erful medicine for the disordered soul. 

Nate Corley is grateful for flights of ducks 

over Tacoma, Washington.

Gratitude
Look for the good in every 

hunt, and you’ll find it

BY NATE CORLEY

Joseph Reed inspired the author to 

reevaluate the measure of a “good hunt.”
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Training tips, 
retriever health, 
tools of the trade

SHOTGUNNING 
Shotguns, 
ammo and 
methods

STRATEGIES 
Hunting tips, 
decoys, calling, 
setups

GEAR SPOTLIGHT 
Hot products 
for waterfowl 
hunting

THE WATERFOWL 
CHEF 
New! Cooking 
ducks, geese

LAST PASS 
Celebrating our 
heritage as we 
secure the future  

SOLD SOLD

SPRING 2024
KEY FEATURES: Plan to 
Optimize Duck Production, 
Snow Goose Hunting, 
Ode to a Mallard Hunter, 
Underrated Ducks

SUMMER 2024
KEY FEATURES: Special 
Duck Dog Issue, Retriever 
Gear, Off-season Training, 
Devoted Dogs Photo Es-
say, Delta Decoy Hunt, 
Delta-style Conservation

2024 HUNT ANNUAL
KEY FEATURES: Finest 
New Gear, Ammo Debate: 
Higher Velocity vs. Heavier 
Payload, Arkansas Mallards, 
University Hunting Program, 
Kayak-hunter Techniques

FALL 2024
KEY FEATURES: The Most 
Comprehensive Flight Fore-
cast, Duck Hunters Expo 
Celebration, Biggest Decoy 
Spread Mistakes, Where to 
Find Overlooked Mallards

WINTER 2024
KEY FEATURES: Delta’s 
Commitment to Protect 
Hunting, Southern Prairie 
Mallards, Why Late Season 
is the Best Season, Cold 
Weather Dog Care

AD CLOSE 
JANUARY 3

MATERIALS 
JANUARY 17

DELIVERED 
MARCH 9

AD CLOSE 
APRIL 3

MATERIALS 
APRIL 17

DELIVERED 
JUNE 1

AD CLOSE 
JUNE 6

MATERIALS 
JUNE 20

DELIVERED 
AUGUST 3

AD CLOSE 
JULY 24

MATERIALS 
AUGUST 7

DELIVERED 
SEPTEMBER 21

AD CLOSE 
SEPTEMBER 12

MATERIALS 
SEPTEMBER 26

DELIVERED 
NOVEMBER 9



The Delta Waterfowl Hunt Annual is the premier 
duck and goose hunting season preparation guide for 
hunters across North America.

Loaded with excellent features designed to fire up 
waterfowlers right before the season, we’ll present a 
comprehensive collection of how-to articles, top desti-
nations in all four flyways and an extensive equipment 
guide covering shotguns, ammo, choke tubes, decoys, 
calls, blinds, clothing and camo, boats and motors, 
retriever training gear and hunting accessories.

Delivered to Delta Waterfowl members in mid-Au-
gust, the 2024 Hunt Annual is a perfect place for you 
to reach diehard waterfowl hunters ready to gear up 
for the coming season!

2024  
Hunt Annual

BEST WATERFOWL MAGAZINE!

Delta Waterfowl rewards advertising 
partners by covering new products, both 
in the magazine and on the web. Each 
magazine issue features a “Gear” section, 
with greatly expanded coverage in the 2024 
Hunt Annual edition. We’ll help you reach 
the most active waterfowlers — men and 
women — who spend thousands on gear 
to pursue their waterfowling passions.

WE COVER GEAR!



THE WATERFOWL CHEF  
COLUMN PRESENTER
Logo and presenter recognition in 
“The Waterfowl Chef” section in mag-
azine (5 issues) and “The Waterfowl 
Chef” pages on website (12 months). 
Social media recognition as presenter 
and recognition in Delta Waterfowl 
Annual Report.
COST: $5,000 *requires an additional 2x 
full-page advertiser contract

GEAR SPOTLIGHT 
COLUMN PRESENTER
Logo and presenter recognition on 
“Gear” section in magazine (5 issues) 
and “Gear” pages on website (12 
months). Social media recognition as 
presenter and recognition in Delta 
Waterfowl Annual Report.
COST: $5,000

STRATEGIES COLUMN PRESENTER
Logo and presenter recognition on 
“Strategies” section in magazine (5 
issues) and “Strategies” pages on 
website (12 months). Social media 
recognition as presenter and recogni-
tion in Delta Waterfowl Annual Report.
COST: $5,000

2024 PRESENTER 
OPPORTUNITIES

The meat from ducks and geese is 
often underappreciated because many 
waterfowl hunters don’t understand 
how to prepare it properly. Delta’s 
“The Waterfowl Chef ” column fo-
cuses on relatively easy recipes and 
simple cooking techniques that can 
help everyone create tasty meals from 
waterfowl.

Duck and goose hunters depend on 

their gear for success. Delta’s “Gear 
Spotlight” highlights the best products 
for waterfowl hunters — shotguns, 
ammo, chokes, calls, blinds, decoys, 
boats, motors, retriever products, 
hunting accessories and anything else 
that enhances the experience. Delta 
Waterfowl members buy and use all 
of the tools to make their hunts more 
productive and enjoyable.

Specialize Your 
Product Reach

PRESENTER PACKAGES

DELTA TESTED
Waterfowl hunters look to Delta Wa-
terfowl for information about products 
to make their outings more successful, 
enjoyable, comfortable and memorable. 
“Delta Tested” is an in-depth review of 
one product each issue. Delta’s editors will 
use your gear on several hunts and then 
report the features and benefits from their 
first-hand experience.
Package includes:
Full-page review in one issue of Delta 
Waterfowl magazine, with an additional video review distributed to Delta’s 
following on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube. 
COST: $4,500 *requires additional 3x full-page advertiser contract.

Rumors about the death of “freelance” duck 

hunting have been greatly exaggerated. Sure, 

going without a guide might be tougher 

nowadays than it was 25 years ago, but many 

parts of the country still offer tremendous 

opportunities for do-it-yourself camps. 

And if you, like many duck hunters, relish 

the idea of forging your own adventure, 

these tips might help.

Get Prepped

The first step in plotting a freelance trip 

doesn’t differ much from planning a hunt at 

your local lake or wildlife area. Identify the 

type of hunt you’d like to experience, and then 

investigate the best times and places to make 

it a reality. For example, freelance pothole 

hunters can still find great opportunity in 

the Dakotas and other prairie states. Diver 

geeks can follow the migration on large 

waters throughout all flyways. And dry-field 

hunters should look to big agricultural areas 

near major waterfowl refuges. 
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After you’ve found likely spots, start 

troubleshooting. First, make sure your gear 

is up to the task. You don’t want to tow a 

duck boat 500 miles only to find there are 

few places to launch one. Conversely, you 

probably won’t find success at a 200-acre 

prairie pea field using 15 keeled decoys and 

a spinner. Ask folks who have hunted similar 

areas what they recommend for equipment. 

Also, make sure you’re not following a 

crowd. If you’ve identified a seemingly ideal 

freelancing spot, it’s a safe bet that other hunt-

ers have, too. Question locals or experienced 

traveling hunters about over-pressured areas to 

avoid. If possible, steer clear of opening days, 

weekends, and holidays. And if you travel 

to an area only to find lots of competition, 

be prepared to relocate.

Savvy Scouting

Years ago, friends and I drove all night, 

got to camp by late morning, hastily set up 

shop, and then rushed out to shoot ducks 

that afternoon. But we’ve learned that 

you’re much better off scheduling extra 

time after your arrival to assess the local 

duck situation and scout as much as possible 

before hunting. This longer-term approach 

will boost your odds of consistent success.

It’s usually best to break into teams 

or to scout separately to maximize your 

efforts. Try to scope out as many likely 

spots as possible and, if necessary, gain 

permission to hunt them. For the prairies, 

ag country, and big water, that means lots 

of driving and glassing. Thankfully, online 

mapping apps have made this much easier 

nowadays. In areas with thicker cover—

flooded timber or north-country lakes, 

for example—you’ll usually have to hoof 

in to assess duck numbers. After hours, 

compare notes, decide which spots offer 

the best prospects for your initial hunts, 

and determine how to approach them.

But it shouldn’t end there. The scouting 

process should continue throughout the 

Successful ‘Freelancing’

A successful self-guided hunting trip requires these basic considerations

BY BRIAN LOVETT
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Crispy Ginger Waterfowl This sweet, savory treat is sure to impressBY BRAD FENSON

Brad Fenson of Ardrossan, Alberta, thinks Canada geese are underrated tablefare

The sauce for this dish highlights the f lavor of waterfowl and sandhill cranes through its sweet, savory taste and pleas-ing notes of ginger and garlic. As the meat is fried until crispy, it soaks up some of the sauce to further elevate its f lavors. Whether you have goose, duck, 

Crispy Ginger Waterfowl
INGREDIENTS
4 breasts sandhill crane, large duck, or small goose, thinly sliced (¼ inch wide by 2-3 inches long)¾ cup cornstarchPeanut or canola oil for frying

SAUCE
2 tablespoons olive oil1 large carrot, julienned or  coarsely grated1 large yellow onion, thinly sliced1 green pepper, cut into long, thin strips¼ cup minced fresh ginger root4 garlic cloves, minced1 cup brown sugar½ cup rice vinegar½ cup low sodium soy sauce1 teaspoon sesame oil1 teaspoon red pepper flakes  (optional for heat)2 green onions, chopped (optional)1 teaspoon sesame seeds (optional)

DIRECTIONS
1. Place cornstarch in a large sealable bag or bowl. Add meat strips and toss until entirely coated. Set aside.2. Pour frying oil into a wok or cast-iron frying pan until it is 1 inch deep. Heat the oil to medium-high and slowly add meat without crowding the pan. Use tongs to separate the strips so they do not stick together. Turn once after one minute. When meat strips are crisp and golden brown, remove them from the pan to drain on a paper towel. Repeat the procedure until all the meat is cooked.3. Add olive oil to a medium saucepan and stir-fry the carrot, onion, peppers, ginger, and garlic over medium-high heat until lightly browned but still crisp.4. Mix sugar, rice vinegar, soy sauce, sesame oil, and red pepper flakes in a small bowl; pour over the vegetables. Bring the sauce to a rolling simmer for five minutes to thicken. 5. Add crispy meat strips to the sauce and heat for 30 seconds. Garnish with green onion and sesame seeds, and serve immediately over or with rice.

or crane meat, this recipe—a favorite of my family—is a great option. 
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Product reviews from The Duck Hunters Organization

YETI LOADOUT GOBOX 15/30/60
YETI.COM

DELTA
TESTED
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Unboxing the YETI LoadOut GoBoxes 
came with a flood of ideas for how I could 
use them. Do I fill them with ammo? A 
waterproof storage for clothing? The per-
fect all-in-one training kit for the dogs? A 
first aid kit? What about a snack box? The 
possibilities were truly endless.

After a long day of filling the three 
sizes—15, 30, and 60—with various items, 
it was clear: Yeti GoBoxes are literally for 
everything. 

I put clothes in the GoBox 60, dream-
ing of throwing it in the back of the truck 
headed west this fall without care of a 
rainstorm. The 30, complete with a cross 
strap to carry the box, is the perfect size 
to fit such essentials as shells, hats, gloves, 
calls, and retriever gear. And although 
the 30 and 60 proved to be perfect for a 

full day or trip, as a petite huntress, I also 
appreciated the smaller GoBox 15. I filled 
the tray with a few snacks, my favorite 
energy drinks, and other essentials for my 
dog and me. As important, the 15 proved 
to be easily lugged by smaller hunters.

Joined by Trinity Training’s Daisy Mae, 
a black Lab, I prepared the GoBox 15 for 
a quick training run. I was able to fit the 
desired number of retrieving dummies and 
a couple water bottles, and I filled the tray 
with a lead and whistle. The GoBox 15 
fit nicely into my ATV’s front basket for 
a drive to the training grounds, I was able 
to comfortably carry it out of the basket, 
and it even acted as a stool while train-
ing. Daisy Mae was happy to begin the 
session without waiting for me to drag 
everything out of a disorganized space 

or to calm down from any frustration .
As I gain experience, I learn that the 

things my dad always valued in products 
weren’t about him wanting to keep up 
with trends, but rather in finding things 
that made his hunts simpler. Comfort, 
versatility, durability, and reliability have 
begun to stand out to me more and more 
every season. The Yeti GoBox is perfect for 
a training day with just the dog and me, 
great for a tag along or solo hunt, and ideal 
for a day on the river hunting or fishing.

I’m excited to take a GoBox along for 
my adventures during duck season and 
off-season dog training. I know it will 
continue to prove its quality in a boat or 
blind. And I’m pleased that Yeti makes a 
GoBox that’s convenient for daily use by 
hunters of any size. —Angela Cook
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Get In The Book
PRINT ADVERTISING

10 percent premium position charge for guaranteed 
placement on Page 3, Page 5 and opposite Cover 3.

2024 RATES 

BRAD HEIDEL
bheidel@deltawaterfowl.org 
(651) 403-1772

MELISSA KING
mking@brandintelligent.com 
(312) 350-8807

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES

HUNTER’S MARKET, our clas-
sifieds section, is a remarkably 
economical way for advertisers to 
reach Delta Waterfowl members 
looking to book dream hunts, train 
retrievers and find the best gear for 
hunting season.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING in Delta 
Waterfowl magazine is incredibly 
effective because you are reaching 
the core hunters — the folks buy-
ing decoys, calls, shotshells, guns, 
clothing and retriever gear because 
they love to hunt ducks and geese.

SPRING 
2024

 AD CLOSE JANUARY APRIL JUNE  JULY SEPTEMBER
  3 3 6 24 12

 MATERIALS DUE JANUARY APRIL JUNE AUGUST SEPTEMBER
  17 17 20 7 26

 DELIVERED MARCH JUNE AUGUST SEPTEMBER NOVEMBER
  9 1 3 21 9

SUMMER 
2024

2024 HUNT 
ANNUAL

FALL 
2024

WINTER 
2024

2024 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
ISSUE

 4-COLOR 1X 3X 5X
 Full spread $7,250 $6,525 $6,275
 Full page 4,275 3,650 3,400
 2/3 page 3,525 2,950 2,825
 1/2 page 2,800 2,375 2,250
 1/3 page 2,050 1,925 1,825
 1/6 page 1,075 1,025 975

 COVERS 1X 3X 5X
 Cover 2 $4,875 $4,225 $3,925
 Cover 3 4,600 4,025 3,725
 Cover 4 5,025 4,525 4,300

 4-COLOR 1X 3X 5X
 1/2 page $1,700 $1,625 $1,525
 1/3 page 1,125 1,075 1,025
 1/6 page 700 650 600
 1/12 page 375 345 300
 1/24 page 245 210 165

 B&W 1X 3X 5X
 1/2 page $1,175 $1,100 $1,025
 1/3 page 975 875 825
 1/6 page 500 465 425
 1/12 page 315 275 240
 1/24 page 185 160 140

CONTACT

CLASSIFIED AD 
SALES

SR. DIRECTOR OF 
CORPORATE  

PARTNERSHIPS 
& ADVERTISING 

SALES



PLEASE NOTE: All ad files submitted 
to Delta Waterfowl for publication must be 
PDF, with a resolution no less than 300dpi 
and CMYK color space with no more than 
300% ink coverage. All ads must be the 
appropriate size with acceptable bleed and 
safety margins. 

FRACTIONAL  
AD SIZES 
NO BLEED  

NECESSARY

1/3 VERTICAL
2.25" x 9.5"

1/3 HORIZONTAL
4.75" x 4.75"

1/6 VERTICAL
2.25" x 4.75"

FULL-PAGE AD SIZES

FULL PAGE
8.25" x 10.5"

FULL SPREAD
16.5" x 10.5"

• Add .125" to all 4 edges for full bleed
• Incorporate .25" inner safe margin for full bleed
• Offset crop marks outside of bleed area

1/6 HORIZONTAL
4.75" x 2.25"

Just The Right Size
PRINT ADVERTISING

DELIVERY OF AD MATERIALS
E-mail to: bheidel@deltawaterfowl.org

Please name your file with the  
following naming convention:
(Advertised Brand)_(Ad Title)_(Issue)_(Year)
Example: 
DeltaWaterfowl_TakeEmMoment_Winter_2024

1/2 ISLAND
4.75" x 7"

1/2 HORIZONTAL
7.25" x 4.75"

2/3 PAGE
4.75" x 9.5"

1/6 VERTICAL
2.25” x 4.625”

1/12 HORIZONTAL
2.25” x 2.25”

1/24 HORIZONTAL
2.25” x 1”

1/6 HORIZONTAL
4.875” x 2.25”

1/2 HORIZONTAL
7.25” x 4.625”

CLASSIFIED  
AD SIZES 
NO BLEED  

NECESSARY

1/3 HORIZONTAL
4.875” x 4.625”

1/3 VERTICAL
2.25” x 9.5”



SPECIAL EMAIL  
OPPORTUNITIES 

Delta Waterfowl 
E-newsletter 2024

DIGITAL CONTENT

Reach a prime audience of engaged duck and goose hunters through Delta’s 
monthly E-newsletter! Published six times a year — quarterly plus two special 
editions — Delta’s e-news reaches a core waterfowl audience hungry for the 
latest tips, tactics, products, duck population news and migration information.
All files provided must be under 5 mb.

FULL-ISSUE SPONSOR
Includes “Sponsored by name/logo” in the 
header, prime Top Spot Ad Placement and 
an Imbedded Product Feature (in editorial 
section) with link to your website or video.
COST: $1,750. SPECIALS $2,000.

EMBEDDED PRODUCT FEATURE
Up to 100 words about your product, with 
a photo or video and clickable link to your 
website. Runs in the editorial galley area 
between two editorial feature pieces in the 
top-third of the display. Perfect for product 
introductions!
COST: $750. SPECIALS $900.

TOP SPOT AD
Your message in prime position, the top 
ad spot in the E-newsletter. Measures 
650x100 with link.
COST: $750. SPECIALS $850.

SPOT AD
Your 320x250 ad with link.
COST: $500. SPECIALS $600.

ADDITIONAL ADVERTISING OPTION: 
DEDICATED CONTENT  
DRIVEN E-BLASTS
Reach every duck hunter in Delta’s electronic 
database with a dedicated e-mail blast! 
We’ll send out your marketing message 
to Delta’s brand-loyal supporters, making 
it a great way to sell your products and 
drive traffic to your brand. Ask a Delta 
advertising representative for more details. 
COST: $2,500

2024 E-NEWS SCHEDULE
 ISSUE PUBLISH DATE MATERIALS DUE

 JANUARY JANUARY 24 JANUARY 15  
 

 FEBRUARY  FEBRUARY 21 FEBRUARY 12
  

 MARCH MARCH 20 MARCH 11
  

 APRIL APRIL 24 APRIL 15
  

 MAY MAY 22 MAY 13
  
 
 JUNE (DUCK DOG) JUNE 19 JUNE 10
 

 JULY JULY 24 JULY 15

 AUGUST (BPOP) AUGUST 21 AUGUST 12

 SEPTEMBER (PRE-HUNT) SEPTEMBER 18 SEMPTEMBER 9

 OCTOBER OCTOBER 23 OCTOBER 14

 NOVEMBER NOVEMBER 20 NOVEMBER 11

 DECEMBER DECEMBER 18 DECEMBER 9

*PUBLISH DATE MAY CHANGE DUE TO SCHEDULING DECISIONS



SPONSORSHIP
Includes exhibitor booth space, logo 
placement on Expo marketing mate-
rials, exhibitor passes, daily passes 
and other custom opportunities.
COST: $4,000 - $20,000

MIGRATION REPORT/ 
HABITAT CONDITIONS VIDEOS 
PRESENTING SPONSOR
Includes logo placement and present-
ing sponsor recognition at the begin-
ning of each video (Migration videos 
September through April; Conditions 
videos February through August), on 
web page, recognition at the close of 
each video, press release announce-
ment of presenting sponsorship and 
social media promotion.
COST: $25,000; (MIGRATION $15,000, 
CONDITIONS $10,000)

2024 BREEDING POPULATION  
& FLIGHT FORECAST SPONSOR
Includes logo placement and recogni-
tion in Delta Waterfowl fall magazine 
story, breeding population news 
release, two web stories (breeding 
duck numbers and flight forecast) 
and duck numbers video. Your brand 
will also be recognized as a Delta 
Waterfowl sponsor in Champions 
of Delta magazine ad (5 issues), in 
Delta Waterfowl Annual Report, as a 
listing and logo on Delta Partner web 
page and logo display on sponsor 
banner at 300 Delta events.
COST: $10,000

Reach thousands of avid waterfowl 
hunters with a serious interest in your 
products and services at the 2024 Delta 
Waterfowl Duck Hunters Expo, July 
26, 27 and 28 in Baton Rouge, LA! 
Taking place in Cajun Country—The 
Sportsmans Paradise—this is the ideal 
venue for you to showcase your brand, 
show your support for duck hunting 
and conservation and connect with 
your target audience. 

Build lasting relationships with 
attendees by investing in their Duck 
Hunters Expo experience. Promote 
your brand with our exhibitor spon-

sorship opportunities! While duck 
hunters value all of Delta’s content, 
innovative new hunting products are 
considered must-see by our members 
and supporters. They seek them out, 
season after season.

 Last year’s Expo was jam-packed 
with thousands of avid waterfowlers at 
Little Rock’s State House Convention 
Center, which conveniently offers on-
site hotel accommodations, restaurants 
and parking. Consumer and industry 
feedback was overwhelmingly positive, 
so we’re anticipating another straight 
year of sold-out booth space.

DeltaWaterfowlExpo.com/exhibitors

Be Seen: America’s 
Biggest Waterfowl Expo

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

2024 SPONSOR 
MEDIA PACKAGES



STORY

Digital Spec Sheet
DIGITAL ADVERTISING

DELIVERY  
OF MATERIALS
E-mail to: 
bheidel@deltawaterfowl.org and
dschiff@deltawaterfowl.org

Please name your file with the  
following naming convention:

(Brand)_(Ad Title)_(MonthYear)
Example: 
Delta_TakeEmMoment_Oct24

POSTS

FB | IG
1080 x 1920

FB | IG
1080 x 1080

FB | TW
1200 x 630

VIDEO

TIME + SIZE

512 MB/2:20 or less

128 GB
Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .ai

10 GB

Feed: 15 MB/60 sec. max
IG: 3.6 GB/60 min. max

ENEWS
650 x 100

320 x 250 320 x 250

FB | IG
1:1

FB | TY | X
16:9

FB | IG
4:5

FB
2:3

IG | REELS
9:16

Submit short paragraph or specific URL of existing post

DEDICATED E-BLAST

650 wide (1100 max length) 
*Must be under 5MB

FILE TYPE: .JPG | .GIF | HTML*
Provide URLs or video links as needed

TIP: Please provide  
your preferred channel 
tag/handle(s) and accept 
Delta’s brand partner 
request. This will allow  
you to cross promote/push 
additional advertising.

Preferred size 
for Instagram


